
INT RO DUCT I O N 

Michael Clyne 

The present collection responds to the need for an updated volume to replace 
Australia talks . That book presented a sample of studies on the language sit
uation in Australia , encompassing Australian English , migrant languages ,  and 
Aboriginal languages .  Austral ia , meeting place of languages , however , concen
trates on language contact in Australi a .  There are a number of reasons for 
thi s .  A book of contemporary readings being prepared by David Blair and Peter 
Collins will cover Australian English , while three introductions on Abor iginal 
languages (Dixon 198 0 ,  Blake 1981 , Yallop 1982 ) have appeared in recent years . 
Another collection is planned by Bruce Rigsby and Suzanne Romaine . Language 
in Australia will survey the soc iolinguistic situation of English and other 
languages used in Australia , as well as provide short structural descr iptions 
of ( at least) Kriol and Torres Strait Creole .  Australia , meeting place of 
languages is a fir st attempt at starting a dialogue between scholars working 
on a range of issues concerning contact between English and other migrant lan
guages and those studying similar questions relating to contact between English 
and Aboriginal languages . It is therefore intended to be a representative 
collection rather than a coherent or comprehensive treatment . The effects of 
contact between non-Engl ish languages , or between varieties of English in 
Australia , are outside the scope of this volume . They too are fields that 
warrant comparative study ( e . g .  Aboriginal language contact , Ital ian-Spanish , 
German-Yiddish or inter-Slavic ' semi-communication ' ,  German and other non
Engl ish lingue franche , American , Scottish and Irish English in Australia) . 

In this introduction , I shall first briefly discuss demographic aspects of the 
language situation in Australia . This will be fol lowed by a summary of the 
effects of English on other languages in Austral ia and on their use , based 
mainly on previous studies . Australian language contact will then be put into 
its global contact by reference to the recent international literature on the 
theoretical implications of language contact and the linguistic indices on lan
guage attrition or death. Then follow some comparisons between the language 
situation of , and research on , Aboriginal and migrant languages. Finally I 
shall outline the organisation of the volume , introduc ing each chapter . 

1 .  ON THE LANGUAGE S ITUATI ON I N  AUSTRALIA 

According to the 1976 Census - the only one so far to elicit data on the use 
of specific languages - 12 . 3% of the Australian population over the age of five 
reported regul arl y using a language other than English . The percentage of CLOTE 
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( community language other than English) users is particularly high in the 
Northern Territory ( 2 7 . 4% ) , where Aboriginal languages are widely spoken , and 
in Victoria ( 16 . 7% ) , with Melbourne recording 20 . 7% ,  but espec ially low in 
Queensland ( 5 . 9% )  and Tasmania (4 . 9% )  which had been affected less by postwar 
immigration than the other states .  Only 4 . 2% of the Australian-born regularly 
use a CLOTE . The Northern Territory figure for 2 5 . 3% (mainly Aborigines )  con
trasts with 5 . 5% in Victoria and South Australia , and 1 . 4% in Tasmania . The 
most widely used CLOTEs in Au stralia in 1976 were Italian ( 44 5 , 000) , Greek 
( 26 2 , 000) , German ( 17 0 , 000) and Serbo-Croat ian/Croatian/Serbian ( 14 2 , 000) 
( estimates based on Censu s ,  Clyne 1982 : 12 ) . Other languages with over 5 0 , 000 
regular users are Dutch,  Frenc h ,  Polish ,  Spanish and , taking into account recent 
migration , Chinese . 

Of the 150 Aboriginal languages still spoken , about 100 are estimated by Dixon 
( 1980 : 18 )  to be ' on the path towards extinction ' ,  some remembered by ' only a 
handful of old people '  and others with such small numbers of speakers - ' a  few 
dozen or less - that these languages seem bound gradually to drop out of use 
over the next few generations ' .  The remaining 5 0  are spoken by a few hundred 
or , in a few cases , a few thousand . These include Pitjantjatjara , Warlpiri ,  
and Aranda . Genocide , the ruthless pressure on Aborigines to 'assimilate ' ,  and 
detribalisation have caused a rapid language shift and the death of about 50 
Aboriginal languages since the European colonisation of Australia . At the same 
time there has occurred the development of Aboriginal varieties of Australian 
English ( see Kaldor and Malcolm , this volume) and of pidgins for inter-tribal 
communication some of which have been creolised . Forms of Kriol , the English
based Aboriginal creole , are now spoken over an extensive part of Northern 
Austral ia , where it is partly replacing , and in some places has replaced 
Abor iginal languages ( see Harris and Sandefur , this volume ) . Aboriginal English, 
which can be seen as part of a continuum , and which shares some linguistic 
features with Kriol , is employed by monolingual fringe Aborigines but also for 
certain functions by speakers of Aboriginal languages and Kriol ( see Harris and 
Sandefur , Kaldor and Malcolm , this volume ) . One of the features of Aboriginal 
communities is their multilingualism ,  even with the expansion of English and 
Kriol as lingue franche and the death or functional reduction of some Abor iginal 
languages . The 1976 censu s ,  which found that 1 . 4% of the population of the 
Northern Territory,  mainly Aborigines ,  used more than two languages regularly , 
falsified the picture because (due to computer space limitations) the statis
ticians processed ' Aboriginal languages '  as one language . 

The number of non-Aboriginal CLOTEs ( i . e .  ' ( im) migrant languages ' )  currently 
used in Australia has been estimated between 75 and 100 , depending on what is 
classed as a language . l Such languages have been part of the Australian scene 
since early in the history of white settlement in Australia - in 19th century 
cities and on the goldfields , where there was a fairly rapid language shift -
as well as in rural enclaves ,  such as the German-speaking area of South Australia, 
Western Victoria , and south-east Queensland . Here language maintenance persisted 
for tlrree to five generations . 

The mass immigration program launched in 1947 brought about a marked change in 
Australia ' s  population composition , eating habits , and attitudes to non
Britishers and CLOTEs .  The widespread acceptance of multiculturalism and , by 
implication , multilingualism , has been associated with a new national identity 
within Australia . This has led to policies supportive of mu ltil ingualism in 
f ie lds such as education , radio,  TV, libraries , and interpreting and translating 
( see Ozolins , this volume) . 
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It i s  too early to assess exactly what the new attitudes and polic ies have 
contributed to the maintenance of CLOTEs ,  especially among the second generation . 
This has been far less marked in some languages ( e . g .  Greek) than others ( e . g .  
Dutch) . I t  has also varied between states ,  with South Australia recording 
higher language maintenance rates across languages than Queensland and western 
Australia ( see Clyne 1982 : chapter 2 for details)  . 

A number of linguistic phenomena have accompanied the reduction in functions of 
Ll ( = speaker ' s  first language) .  They have previously been discussed in studies 
of migrant languages here and overseas and are described in this volume also 
for Aboriginal languages .  They include lexical , semantic , syntactic , and prag
matic transference2 from English into Ll , the integration of lexical transfers 
( loanwords )  into the phonological , grammatical , semantic and graphemic systems 
of Ll , and code-switching from Ll into English . ( I n  the second and later gen
erations of migrant language speakers ,  phonological and prosodic transference 
may also occur . )  Code-switching is often prompted by sociolinguistic factor s ,  
such as interlocutor , domain , topic , venue , interaction type or role relation
ship , or by trigger-words such as proper nouns , lexical transfers ,  compromise 
words and bilingual homophones which are at the intersection of the two language 
systems . (Descriptions of specific migrant languages in Australia may be found , 
e . g .  in Bettoni 1981 Ital i an , Clyne 1967 German , 1977b Dutch , Doucet 1984 Serbo
Croatian , Kaminskas 197 2 Spanish , Kouzmin 197 2  Russian , Tamis 1984 Greek; 
general summary in Clyne 1982 : chapter 4 )  . 

The complexity of code-switching in the Aboriginal context is depicted in this 
volume by McConvell . In his paper on code-switching between different Gurind j i  
dialects and Kriol , he focuses on group relations , with code-switching usually 
promoting either convergence towards or divergence from the other speaker or 
group ( c f . Giles , Bourhis and Taylor 197 7 ) . In another paper , McConvell ( forth
coming) develops his own diachronic models of the soc ial meaning of code
switching , building on Gumperz ( e . g .  197 0 )  and Scotton and Ury ( 1977 ) . 

The nature and extent of English influence on other languages in Australia 
depends on their functions , as well as the networks in which they are employed . 
Despite val iant attempts to declare an ' Australital ian ' the Italian language 
of Australia (Andreoni 1980 , Leoni 1981) , there is little uniformity in any 
CLOTE today . Variation occurs between individuals ,  families and groups 
according to their experiences and everyday communication needs through English 
and the other language ( see the references in the previous paragraph for 
migrant languages , Bavin and Shopen ( this volume) for warlpiri ,  and Schmidt 
( this volume) for Dyirbal . ) . Hence , homogeneous 19th century German rural 
enclaves developed relatively homogeneous German varietie s ,  compared to present
day migrant families in urban areas . Nevertheless there are common tendencies 
within each language , especially in the rules for integrating English transfers , 
and in syntactic ( and even morphological ) transference which can fac il itate 
cross-linguistic comparisons that take account of the vitality of the language 
as well as their structural properties ( e . g .  Clyne , this volume ) . 

While many factors can operate in favour o f  either language maintenance or 
language shift , depending on the combination of factors , as has been shown by 
Kloss ' s  ( 1966) study of the American situation , three appear to be of dec isive 
importance in the Australian context (Clyne 1982 : chapter 3 ) . They are the 
role of the language value in the system of a particular culture ( Smolicz and 
Secombe , this volume ) , the degree of cultural similarity to Anglo-Austral ians , 
and the extent of exogamy ( Pauwels , this volume) . In Aboriginal cultures ,  
however , the core values o f  kinship , land , and language are closely interwoven . 
( Rigsby and Sutton 1981 , Rigsby 1980 . )  
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The vast majority of speakers of other languages regularly use English as wel l .  
This applies least in the Northern Territory where 4 . 9% o f  persons i n  the 1976 
Census were reported as not using English regularly , as compared to 2 . 3% in 
Victoria and 0 . 2% in Tasmania . The need for English in isolated areas of the 
Northern Territory is undoubtedly more limited than in the major industrial 
centres of the country . 

On the basis of a language survey conducted on 'l3 of 1% of the Australian 
population in May 1983 , the Austral ian Bureau of Statistics estimated that 
86 . 7 5% of non-native speakers of English employ the language at home and 9 0 . 15% 
use it soc ially . Table 1 indicates that English use in the home varies between 
97 . 01% among Dutch native speakers and 5 5 . 91% among Vietnamese speakers ,  with 
German , Maltese , I talian and Greek speakers all recording high use of English 
at home (ABS 1983 ) . 

Tabl e 1 :  Use of Engl i sh i n  the home by nat i ve spea kers of 
spec i f i c  l anguages i n  Austra l i a .  (ABS 1 983)  

Dutch 97 . 01% German 96 . 07 %  
Maltese 93 . 98% Italian 84 . 57% 
Greek 84 . 46% Spanish 76 . 63% 
Chinese 7 5 . 03%  Vietnamese 55 . 91% 

This shows the extent of bil ingualism ,  even in the domain often regarded as the 
last in which CLOTE will persist ( se e ,  for instance , Bettoni 1981 , Clyne 1967 , 
Kipp 1980) . When two languages are used in the home , interlocutor (especially 
his/her age) and topic can determine the choice of a language . Children tend 
to speak English with each other . I f  parents speak English at home , it is 
generally to the children rather than among themselves (Clyne 198 2 : 57 - 59 ) . 

2 .  AUSTRAL IAN LANGUAGE CONTACT RESEARCH I N  A GLOBAL L I NGU I STIC  CONTEXT 

In recent year s ,  there has been renewed international interest in the theoret
ical implications of transference and especially code-switching . I ssues such 
as possible constraints on the position of the switch have been debated largely 
against the background of current linguistic theories ( e . g .  Joshi 197 4 , Gumperz 
197 6 ,  Wentz and McClure 197 7 , Pfaff 197 9 ,  Poplack 197 8 ,  Sankoff and Poplack 198 0 ,  
Klavans 1 983 , Woolford 1 983 , D i  Sciullo , Muysken and Singh 1984 ) . To help us 
understand such phenomena , as well as the nature of grammatical and phonological 
simplification and change , extensive data from a large number of languages of 
different types in contact with one language are required , to check the univer
sality of f inding s .  Corpuses of this nature are available in Australia , 
considering the wide variety of languages in contact with Engl ish .  They are 
not yet introduced in this volume , which covers more general issues . The 
potential of language contact research within the one country was recognised in 
the U . S .  by Haugen as early as 1950 (Haugen 1950)  . 

Recent work on language death by Dorian ( 1 97 7 , 1978 , 198 1 , 1983 ) and others 
and the development of a ' language attrition ' paradigm subsuming language 
contact , language acquisition , asphasia and geriatic language studies (De Bot 
and Weltens 1985 , Gonzo and Saltarelli 1983 , Seliger 1984 ) have also focused 
new attention on universals . The language attrition paradigm has been appl ied 
by Bettoni in her family case study ( this volume) by comparing the I talian of 
two generations . However , her study bases its theoretical framework on Givbn ' s  
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( 197 9 )  distinction between pragmatic and syntactic modes .  She is able to 
demonstrate a tendency towards the former through such properties as morpho
logical simplification , slow , hesitant speech ,  inconsistenc y ,  and loose co
ordination (rather than tight subordination) . As Dorian ( 1981 : 1 5 1 )  reminds 
us , dying languages show the same sorts of change as ' healthy ' one s .  Among 
patterns of simplification she descr ibes ( Dorian 198 3 )  are : reduction in the 
number of allophones for grammatical morphemes ( e . g .  plurals ,  gerund s ) , 
reduction in competing structures , and a replacement of synthetic by analytical 
structures . Supporting evidence for at least some of these changes may be 
found in the articles by Bavin and Shopen , Bettoni , Clyne and Schmidt in this 
volume . McConvell ( this volume) finds pervasive code-switching side by side 
with language shift , but is cautious about causal relationships . The Americans 
Gonzo and Saltarelli ( 1983 : 12 ) , even point to formal similarities between 
pidgins , inter language systems , and migrant languages - lexical transference ,  
reduction o f  redundant code distinctions ( e . g .  gender , number ) ,  a reduction in 
sentence embeddings , levelling of paradigmatic and morphological systems , and 
a decline in tense and aspect markers . 

Australian language contact situations might well provide data on the spread of 
phonological change . I t  would be interesting to check , in different contexts , 
results based on data from two generations of five families from former German 
enclaves (Clyne 197 2 : 83-85 ) . The younger generation had , in most cases , 
absorbed general phonological tendencies prevalent in the area , which became 
either categorical or variable rules . The changes to categorical rules occurred 
predominantly in the more stable and homogeneous settlements and the changes to 
variable rules in the larger and less homogeneous German enclave . 

3 .  COMPARI SON BETWEEN ' ABOR IG INAL ' AND ' M IGRANT ' LANGUAGE S ITUATI ONS 

Contributions to thi s volume reveal many similaritie s between ' Aboriginal ' and 
' migrant ' language contact with Engl ish in Australia , both at the linguistic 
and sociolingui stic levels . But they also point to intriguing differences , 
some but not all of which are the natural consequence of the different history 
and position of the groups speaking the languages .  The similarities include : 

( i )  Lexical , semantic and syntactic transference ,  integration of transfers ,  
and code-switching (Bavin and Shopen , Bettoni , Clyne , McConvell , Schmid t ,  and 
see also ear l ier references on page 3 ,  above ) . In particular , there is a 
general isation of SVO (Bavin and Shopen , Clyne ) , which Whitney ( 1881)  had 
identified as a feature of 'mixed languages ' . More recently , Milroy ( 1983 : 23 )  
has shown that in English itself , SVO i s  a consequence o f  language contact .  

( ii )  The rapid ity of the language shif t  process (Schmidt , Clyne ) . 

( ii i )  Morphological simplification , increasing with age ( Bavin and Shopen , 
Bettoni )  . 

( iv )  The use of Aboriginal English or a phonologically marked foreigner 
talk based on a migrant variety of Engl ish -t o speak to parents or grandparents 
or to non-native speakers of English in general .  This appears to have an 
identity as well as a communication function (Schmidt ,  c f . Clyne 1982 , but see 
al so (v) below) . I t  is not clear i f  avoidance of correction in Ll is a motive 
in migrant families as it is in the Dyirbal community . 

(v) Old people act as catalysts for language maintenance while young people 
promote language shift . ( I t  would be interesting to ascertain the extent of Ll 
reversion and L2 attrition in the two groups , c f. Clyne 1977a) . 
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From a methodological point of view , linguists investigating Aboriginal and 
migrant language contact situations are faced with the problem of not having 
avai lable to them adequate records of the precontact language . This applies 
both to Aboriginal languages and to the non-standard varieties of migrant lan
guages spoken prior to emigration . 

The importance of exogamy in the shift to English in migrant communities ,  
discussed by Pauwels in this volume , may be partly counteracted by the success 
of bilingual language acquisition , according to the principle one parent , one 
language . For an Australian example ,  see Saunders ( 1982 ) . Harris and Sandefur 
( this volume) indicate that this has been the norm in some Aboriginal communitie s 
(where neither of the parents ' languages was Engl ish) . 

Just as comparisons of languages in contact can throw light on lingu istic uni
versals , they can also extend our knowledge of the relation between language 
and society . In this respec t ,  the following differences between Aboriginal and 
migrant languages are of importance : 

( i ) Migrant languages (especially in the first generation) , unlike 
Aboriginal languages , are subj ect to grammatical norms outside Austral ia . 

( ii )  Migrant languages are generally learned in the home , and often not 
retained by the chi ldren as they get older , or their use is at least temporarily 
d iscontinued . Aboriginal languages are not learned until later (Harris and 
Sandefur , c f .  also Shnukal) . 

( ii i )  There is no phonological integration of English lexical items in 
young Dyirbal speakers ( Schmidt) . This cannot be said for second and later 
generation speakers of migrant languages (Bettoni 198 1 ,  Clyne 1967 ) . 

( iv)  Second generation speakers of migrant languages will almost universally 
speak English to each other , regard less of what they speak to their parents or 
grandparents ( Smolicz and Secombe , this volume ; Bettoni 1981 , Clyne 1967 , Harvey 
1974 , Klarberg 197 6 ,  Smolicz and Harr is 197 6 ) . The situation on Mer, a Torres 
Strait eastern island , is comparable , in relation to code-switching between the 
traditional language and creole (Shnukal , this volume ) .  While Schmidt ( this 
volume) points out that young Dyirbal speakers use the language mainly to older 
people , she also gives evidence of an Aboriginal language being employed as an 
in-group language among young ' semispeakers '  with blatant disregard for adult 
norms . This probably accounts for the differences in ( ii i ) , for Bettoni ( 1981 : 
96)  attributes phonological integration in the younger generation partly to 
' their wish to conform to the norm established by the older generation of 

migrants ' .  

(v)  Aboriginal English continues to fulfil a function , in contrast to the 
temporary inter language nature of most 'Migrant Engl ishes ' .  South Australian 
and Western Victorian rural dialects of Australian English based on a German 
substratum (Clyne 1970a:13 0-13 3 )  are probably a dying exception , but the English 
of later generation Australians with a strong Jewish or Chinese identification 
talking to each other could warrant investigation . Horvath ( 1985 )  shows that 
I talian and Greek migrants further develop broad Australian vowels but that 
their teenager children move away from this change . Aboriginal English reflects 
forced assimilation and , at the same time , the white Australians ' unwillingness 
to accept Aborigines as equals .  

(vi)  Three Kriol-using regions have been identified by Harri s  and Sandefur 
( this volume) - those where it is a dominant language , those on the edge of a 
traditional Aboriginal language-speaking area , and those where the traditional 
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Aboriginal language is still dominant but Kriol is making inroad s .  However , 
there are no ' migrant creoles ' .  

The situation mentioned under ( i i )  may gradually develop for migrant languages 
as language survival programs ( in and out of schoo l )  are devised for the third 
(and later ) generations . 

An adequate comparison between the situation of Aboriginal and migrant lan
guages would be possible only within a comparative study of the functions of 
the languages in all the geographical contexts in which they are used . With 
the launching of satellite communication , the future of even the more isolated 
Aboriginal languages is likely to become even more precarious . A crucial dif
ference in language maintenance and shift is that shift from Aboriginal languages 
necessar i ly represents language death whereas there continue to be overseas 
communities using the migrant languages in some form . 

Research to date on Aboriginal languages has been concerned with the demanding 
and exciting task of analysing hitherto undescribed languages .  Often it was a 
' race against the clock ' ,  for many languages were in an advanced stage of dis
appearing , with a small number of old speakers .  Scholars of Aboriginal languages 
have contributed significantly through their description to the literature of 
universals and typologies . In that contex t ,  the result of the language contact 
situation (as well as the geriatric nature of the informants ) were very much a 
secondary consideration . The contact nature of contemporary Aboriginal lan
guages has only recently been acknowledged . Just as in traditional studies of 
dial ects , there were assumptions of homogeneity rather than an interest in 
variation . On the other hand , it was the theoretical framework developed as 
a result of immigrant language studies in America and elsewhere by Weinreich 
( 1953 ) and Haugen ( 1953 , 1956 ) that marked the beginning of American socio
linguistics and paved the way for variation research in a monolingual context . 

In Australia , ( socio) linguistic studies of migrant and Aboriginal languages 
have been regarded as separate areas . Scholars engaged in them are not always 
aware of one another ' s  work and sometimes regard the two areas as belonging in 
' different compartments , . 3 The emerging Aboriginal language - English contact 
literature partly uses different terminology to immigrant language studies 
(borrowing , lexical borrowing , loanword - beside syntactic interference (Bavin 

and Shopen) ,  lexical SUbstitution beside transference ( Schmidt) , assimilation 
rather than integration (Bavin and Shopen , Schmidt) ) . 

Because of the threat of extinction to Aboriginal languages , scholars of 
Aboriginal languages have been influenced more by Dorian ' s  work on language 
death than by the ( somewhat older ) migrant contact literature , which has taken 
Over its paradigms mainly from Haugen , Weinreich , and Fishman . 

S ince linguists studying migrant languages who have been concerned with trans
ference and code-switching have been working in this area for longer , such 
topics are now less prominent in their publications , and the reader is referred 
for comparison to the stUdies cited on page 3 .  It is clear that the effects of 
contact with Engl ish on most Aboriginal and migrant languages has not yet been 
studied . While the investigation of lexical transference in more languages may 
not produce new di scover ies ,  integration of lexical transfer s ,  constraints on 
code-switching , grammatical simplification and syntactic change do appear to 
vary according to typological and sociolinguistic factors . It is therefore 
hoped that this collection may generate a lively discussion , leading to a 
systematic treatment of language contacts across languages in Australia and 
their theoretical implications . 
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The three papers based on temporary residents from Asia are all interactive 
studie s ,  and their approaches have much to offer research on longer-term lan
guage contact in Australia . Neustupny , for instance , challenges the more 
narrowly linguistic product analyses and casts doubt on many assumptions in 
previous language contact research ( see also Pride 1984 ) . He establ ishes the 
concept ' norm of contact situation ' against which deviations in contact situ
ations are measured . Such notions differ from those of native situations . This 
concept i s  basic to what he terms the ' new paradigm ' in language contact studies . 
He d i scusses issues in the study of norms and applies research techniques of 
universal applicabil ity . Apart from contributing to lingu i stic theory and 
methodology , Australian linguists have been already successful in initiating 
widespread interest in language policy and have been participating in a signif
icant way in its planning and implementation , as Ozolins demonstrates in his 
paper . 

4 .  THE ORGAN I SATION O F  THIS  COLLECTION 

The f irst eight papers are on languages other than English , the next three on 
interaction in a wider sense between Australians and temporary residents . Then 
follow four articles on English and English-based creoles in Australia , with 
the c losing chapter dealing with the National Language Policy issue . 

We begin with the crucial variables in the maintenance of non-Aboriginal CLOTEs 
- core values ( Smolicz and Secombe) and intermarr iage patterns (Pauwels) . 
Smolicz and Secombe use memoirs and personal statements to help interpret 
questionnaire responses indicating that language is the central core value in 
the cultures of three groups of young ethnic Australians - Greek , Latvian , and 
Polish . Pauwels compares language maintenance in two Dutch samples ( Dutch-Dutch 
and mixed marriages ) .  Klarberg deals with the function of classical Hebrew , 
Ivrit ( I sraeli Hebrew) and Yiddish in various sections of Melbourne ' s  Jewish 
community . He argues that any deliberate mixing or enhancement of these is 
unlikely to increase language maintenance . This brings us to sociolinguistic 
studies of language change or language attrition - under the influence of lan
guage contact - on I talian in Sydney (Bettoni) , warlpiri (Bavin and Shopen) , 
Gurindj i  (McConvell) . Bettoni ' s  is a family case study of parents and four 
children , while Bavin and Shopen study the Warlpiri of children and young 
people . Part of their paper is a compar ison between the speech ( in story 
telling) of two Warlpiri children , a schoolgirl with no lexical transference 
and considerable transference of grammatical and discourse structures , and a 
' non-schoolie ' with a little lexical transference and little other English 
influence . MCConvell challenges the importance of domain in Aboriginal lan
guage choice . He describes and explains code-switching among the Gurind j i  in 
relation to the local language situation , social formations and ideologie s .  
The structure and functions of Dyirbal in its last generation of speakers are 
described by Schmid t ,  whose research benefits from the study of the social 
networks of two groups . Then follows a comparison by Clyne between tendencies 
in German and Dutch , showing how even closely related languages react in dif-. 
f erent ways , and at a different pace , to the influence of the same contact 
language . 

The three papers on the language of temporary residents from Asia all relate 
to communication strategies rather than to language change . Neustupny ' s  
di scussion of interaction in English between Japanese and English native 
speakers in Austral ia is a contribution to the theory and methodology of lan
guage contact research . Bradley and Bradley deal with communication breakdown 
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and focus on the form of responses in miscomprehension in the English of 
Malaysian , Thai and Indonesian students . The relation between communication 
breakdown , speaking ability and national background is discussed , as are the 
character istics of miscomprehended �Jestions . Rado shows that both good and 
poor speakers of English among Asian students master pragmatic aspects of lan
guage , such as ellipsis . Thus the emphasis on the pragmatic level noted in the 
maintenance of migrant and Aboriginal languages ( e . g .  Bettoni , Bavin and Shopen)  
is also present in early second language acquisition . 

Johnston ' s  paper on ' Migrant English ' ,  employing recent paradigms in second 
language acquisition , focuses on natural acquisition sequences and development 
stages in adult migrants whose Ll is very different - Spanish and Turkish . 
Consequences for 'migrant English ' teaching are outl ined . Kaldor and Malcolm 
discuss the structure , var iation , and function of Aboriginal English as spoken 
by children in western Au stral ia , drawing some implications for language policy 
in schools . Harr is and Sandefur put Kriol in the context of multilingualism 
( albeit a receding one ) in the ' TOp End ' . Muhlhausler ' s  paper is the result of 
archival research and salvage work among the descendants of indentured Kanaka 
labourers in Queensland to trace the Pidgin previou sly spoken in their commu
nities . This example of cross-cultural communication is of particular interest 
because of its role in the development of other Pacific pidgins . The Creole 
discussed by Shnukal is spoken on the eastern Torres Strait islands off the 
Australian coast by people who share with Aborigines the status of indigenous 
peoples of Australia . On two island s ,  it has replaced the traditional languages 
and stands in a diglossic relationship with Engl ish ; on a third , it is in 
unsystematic composition with the traditional language and English . Like the 
Kanaka pidgin before it , this symbol of islander ethnicity is undergoing 
decreolisation and language shift . 

On each of the topics we proceed from the more general papers to the particular 
and comparative one s ,  from the more sociological papers to the more linguistic 
ones - but we end on a polit ical note . Ozolins gives the historical and socio
political context of the discussion around , and inquiry into the National 
Language Policy prior to the recommendations of the Senate Standing Committee 
on Education and the Arts . At a later stage it will be possible to reflect on 
how effective the National Language Policy that is to be implemented in the 
near future will be to Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal CLOTEs and their speakers .  

NOTES 

1 .  Among ' debated categories ' are national var ieties and national dialects -
e . g .  Swiss German , Lebanese , Croatian/Serbian/Serbo-Croatian , Cantonese/ 
Hakka/Hokkien/Mandarin . 

2 .  Transference of speech act and discourse routines . 

3 .  For a compar ison of polic ies on bil ingual education see Kaldor ( 1976) . 
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